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§1. INTRODUCTION 
IT IS A classical result that every surface has a unique differentiable structure up to 
diffeomorphism. The same is true for every 3-manifold. This follows from the 
Hauptvermutung for 3-manifolds ([11], Theorem 3 and 4) and the fact that a com- 
binatorial 3-manifold has a unique smoothing (see for instance [6], Theorem 4.2). The 
case of 4-manifolds seems to be completely open. Every closed l-connected 5- 
manifold has a unique differentiable structure ([2], Theorem 2.2) and the same is true 
for every closed 2-connected 6-manifold ([15]). 
In dimensions I>5 it is known that R n and D n have a unique differentiable structure 
up to diffeomorphism (see for instance [9] §IV). In contrast he spheres S" for n ~> 7 in 
general have several differentiable ,structures but the number is always finite ([8]). 
For compact manifolds with boundary one gets more manifolds with unique 
differentiable structure by Wall's classification of highly-connected manifolds in 
higher dimensions ([15, 17]). We will discuss examples later in this paper. 
The main result of this paper is the following which gives examples of closed 
manifolds with unique differentiable structure in all dimensions ~4. 
THEOREM 1. Let n# 4. Then every closed oriented smooth manifold is bordant in 
the oriented bordism group 12~ to one with unique differentiable structure up to 
diff eomorphism. 
Remark. We will give a more informative version of this result in §4 (Theorem 8). 
To give a better background I want to discuss the relation of this result to the 
theory of smoothings of a manifold (for the following compare [9]). Recall that for a 
topological manifold M the set of topological smoothings consists of isotopy classes 
of homeomorphisms f: N~M where N is a differentiable manifold. This set is 
denoted by Sniff(M). If Sniff(M) is non-empty and if we fix a differentiable structure on 
M, dim > 4, there is a bijection Sniff(M)--, [M, TOPIO] where TOP(n) is the group of 
lira 
homeomorphisms on (R n, o) and TOP = ~ TOP(n). One nice property of the 
n 
smoothings comes from the fact that [ , TOPIO] is a generalized cohomology theory 
as TOPIO is an infinite loop space ([3]). The coefficients of this cohomology theory 
correspond to the set of differentiable structures on S ~ for n >~ 5. So, as mentioned 
above, they are in general nontrivial but finite in all dimensions. This implies that 
SDi~(M) is finite for all closed manifolds of a given dimension ~>5. 
There is an obvious surjective map from Sniff(M) to the set of diffeomorphie 
classes of differentiable structures on M and we get a bijection if we divide out the 
action of ¢r0(TOP(M)), the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of M, which 
operates on Sniff(M) by composition. So our Theorem can equivalently be formulated 
that in all dimensions .>4 every closed oriented differentiable manifold is bordant o a 
manifold M such that ¢ro(TOP(M)) operates transitively on Snip(M). 
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I would like to mention that I couldn't prove Theorem 1 using the theory of 
smoothings. The point is that ~ro(TOP(M)) is in general very complicated and in the 
examples, I know, where 7to(TOP(M)) is simple the group [M, TOP~O] is nontrivial. 
For instance ~ro(TOP(Sn)) is trivial but [S n, TOP/O] is nontrivial with very few 
exceptions. Thus the only real chance, I see, to apply the theory of smoothings to the 
construction of manifolds M with unique differentiable structure is to show that 
[M, TOP/O] is trivial. But it follows from a Lemma of Winkelnkemper ([20], Lemma 
on p. 342) that for n = 2p(p - l) - 2, p an odd prime, the set [M, TOP~O] is non-trivial 
for all closed smooth n-dimensional manifolds M. Thus there is no possibility to prove 
Theorem 1 by constructing manifolds which have one and only one smoothing. My 
philosophy is that the more complicated the manifolds are the greater is the chance to 
pick a manifold M such that 7to(TOP(M)) acts transitively on Spin(M). 
§2. MANIFOLDS OF TYPE BSO 
We want to describe a class of manifolds which contains enough examples to 
prove Theorem 1. To do this we need for a 1-connected closed 2k + 1-dimensional 
differentiable manifold M, k odd ~ 1,3,7,  a map defined on the kernel of ~k(M)--" 
Ht(M ;Q)(~K-O(S k) given by the Hurewicz homomorphism and the map (a: Sk~ 
M) ~-~ a*(TM). If we denote the kernel of this map by K the map we want to define 
goes from K to Q/2z. We begin by recalling Haefligers result that ~rt(M) is equal to the 
set of isotopy classes of embeddings S k c., M ([5] p. 47). Now for a EK  we 
represent a by an embedding St c.~ M. As a ~ K this embedding has trivial normal 
bundle. Thus we can extend the embedding to an embedding [: S t × D k+l -, M. If we 
equip Hk(S k × Sk; Z) with the canonical basis el, e2 then the fact that S k × {o} is null 
homologous over O in M implies that there exists s and r E Z such that se~ + re2 is null 
homologous in Ht(M - f (S  k x ~k+l); Z) ([4], p. 102). As k:~ 1, 2, 3 the number ds mod 2 
is independent of the different extensions of the embedding S kc-~M ([4], p. 105). 
Furthermore it is obviously independent of the isotopy class of the embedding. We 
denote this number in O/2z by h(a). It is of course a self-linking number which for 
elements in K can be defined mod 2Z instead of mod Z as the general inking number. 
We call it the strong self-linking number, h is a quadratic form associated to the ordinary 
linking form. For k = 3, 7 we define X(a) as the ordinary self-linking number L(a, ct) in 
Q/7. 
Remark. For highly-connected manifolds this invariant is a special case of an 
invariant defined by Wall (notation: q) ([17], p. 275). 
Definition. A m-dimensional closed oriented smooth manifold M is called of type 
BSO if the classifying map z: M --* BSO of the stable tangent bundle of M induces an 
isomorphism 
m 1 
~'.: ~'i(M)--* ~ri(BSO) for i < 2 
and a Surjection for i ~< (m + 1)/2 and m ~ 7, 15. 
For m = 7, 15 and i = (m + 1)/2 we assume instead that the cokernel of ~-, is equal 
to Z2. 
Furthermore we assume for m = 2k+ 1 that for a E Zrk(M) and k even a = 0 if 
h(ol) is torsion, h: Zrk(M)~Hk(M; Z) the Hurewicz homomorphism, and if a*T(M) = 
0 in KO(Sk). For k odd we assume that a is zero if ot*T(M)= 0, h(t~) is torsion and 
h(a)=0.  
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In the following we need an equivalent description of these manifolds. For this we 
consider the homomorphisms 
iO} i =Omod4 
cry(M) --, i=  1,2 rood8 
otherwise 
given by 
~(atphT(M), a,[Si]) for i = Omod4 
[a] ~ [eRJa*T(M) for i=  1,2mod8 
where ph is the Pontrjagin character and ai = 1 for i = 0mod8 and at =½ for 
i = 4 rood 8, J the J-homomorphism and eR the real Adams e-invariant [1]. If we 
identify K'-O(S t) with Z, Z2 or {0} the maps correspond to the homomorphism 
¢rt(M) ~ K-O(Si), [a] ---, a*(TM). 
LEMMA 2. M s is of the type BSO if and only if the additional properties of the 
definition for m = 2k + 1 are fulfilled and the homomorphisms above 
Z i=Omod4 
• ri(M)--* Z: i = 1, 2 mod 8, i~'l  
{0} otherwise 
are isomorphisms for i < (m - 1)/2 and surjective for i <~ (m + 1)/2 or for m = 7, 15 and 
i = (m + 1)/2 have cokernel Z2. 
Proof. We can define corresponding maps 
Ir i(BSO)~ 
Z i =Omod4 
Z2 i= l ,2mod8,  i~ l. 
{0} otherwise 
such that they commute with ~-,: ¢ri(M)-, wi(BSO). The result follows from the fact 
that these maps are isomorphisms ([7], p. 222 and [1]). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The exceptions for dimension 7 and 15 are of course related to the Hopf 
invariant 1 problem: one point is that for i = 4, 8 there is no 3-dimensional, resp. 
7-dimensional vector bundle on S t which generates KO(SI). But then our map 
¢rt(M)~Z for i =4 ,8  and dim M = 7, 15 can't be surjective. The other point is that 
the definition of A depends on the solution of the Hopf invariant 1 problem. 
The reformulation above has an important consequence for the set of differentiable 
structures on M. By Novikov, the Pontrjagin character of the tangent bundle of a 
manifold is independent of the differentiable structure of M [12]. And the homomor- 
phism ¢rt(M)--,Z2, [a] ~ eRJa*T(M) is also independent of the differentiable struc- 
ture of M. So, if M is of type BSO then M is of type BSO for all differentiable 
structures of M if we can show that the definition of X is independent of the 
differentiable structure on M. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The property of a closed manifold M to be of type BSO is 
independent of the differentiable structure of M. 
Proof. All we have to show is the independence of A of the differentiable structure 
of M. For m = 7, 15 X is defined as L(a, a) and thus we assume m :~ 7, 15. Consider 
a E 7rk(M) and a differentiable mbedding f: SkxD k+~ ~ M representing a. Now we 
change the differentiable structure on M and denote the manifold with the new 
structure by M'. We approximate the topological embedding flskx/01: Skx{0} --, M' by a 
differentiable mbedding : Sk~ M' whose image is contained in f(Skx19k+~). As used 
already before, g(S ~) has again trivial normal bundle and thus we can extend g to a 
differentiable mbedding : SkxD k+t ---> M' such that im g C im f. 
Now f(SkxD k+l) --g(Skxl~ k÷l) is a topological h-cobordism and thus a product[9]. 
This implies that we can extend g to a homeomorphisin ~: Skx2D k÷~ -->f(SkxDk+t). We 
have a commutative diagram with Z-coefficients 
g, 
Hk(SkxS k) ~H~(M - im g) 
Hk( S*xS ~) "~, Hk( M - im f). 
f, 
/1  0 \ 
(f- I~),:  Hk(S,xSk)~Hk(S,xS k) has a matrix description of the form (x )  The 
_1  " 
composition of f -~  with the projection to the second factor gives a map of bidegree 
(1, x) from SkxS k --, S t. This implies x is even since otherwise we would have a Hopf 
invariant 1 map on S k+t ([7] §14). But the definition of A using the embeddings f and g 
just differs by this x and so it is equal rood 2. 
Q.E.D. 
We end this chapter by collecting some facts about the homology groups of a 
manifold of type BSO. 
PROPOSITION 4. M of type BSO. Then ~',: Hi(M;Z)-->HABSO;Z) is an isomor- 
phism for i < (m - 1)/2. For m = 2k we have Tor Hk(M;Z ) ~ Tor Hk_t(BSO;Z) and for 
m = 2k + 1 we know that TorHk+l(M ;Z) --- TorHk_t(BSO; Z). 
Proof. The first statement is obvious, as r is an (m/2)-equivalence. Poincar6 
duality and the universal coefficient Theorem imply Tor H~(M; Z)-~ Tor Hk(M; Z)-~ 
Tor Hk-t(M; Z) = Tor Hk-t(BSO; Z) for m = 2k and similarly Tor Hk+l(M; Z) 
Tor Hk_~(BSO; Z) for m = 2k + 1. 
Q.E.D. 
§3. STABLE CLASSIFICATION OF MANIFOLDS OF TYPE BSO 
The main step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following stable classification of 
manifolds of type BSO. 
Definition. Two m-dimensional manifolds Mi are called stably-diffeomorphic if 
there exists a r EN such that MI # r .  S is diffeomorphic to M2 # r .  S where S = 
SkxS k for m = 2k and SkxS k+~ for m = 2k+ 1. 
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THEOREM 5. Let Mi be m-dimensional manifolds of type BSO. 
(a) mS 1 rood 4 or m = 5, 13. Then M~ and M2 are stably diffeomorphic f and only 
if M~ and M2 are bordant in fl,~ and the middle Betti-numbers agree: 
btm/21(Mi) = blm/21(M2). 
and if for m --- 3 mod 4 the linking forms L(M~) on Tor Htm-I)/2( Mi ; Z) are equivalent in the 
Will  group W(O/Z) (for notations and definitions compare [21]). 
(b) m = 2k+ 1, k even. Then the same statement is true if we replace Mi by 
Mi # ST(S k÷~) where ST(S k+j) is the sphere bundle of the tangent bundle of S k+~. 
Remark. This result comes for m = 2 from the classification of surfaces and our 
proof doesn't work for it. For m = 4 the result is already contained in ([18] Theorem 2 
and 3) and for m = 5 one even has a stronger result namely an unstable version from 
[2]. The addition of ST(S k+~) for m = 2k + 1, k even, is necessary to avoid an Arf- 
invariant obstruction. 
Remark. It follows from Proposition 4 that all other Betti numbers of MI and M2 
agree. 
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 5 is true without stabilization. There is an 
obvious candidate for an invariant of 4k-dimensional manifolds which might be used 
to distinguish two stably diffeomorphic manifolds of type BSO. The invariant is the 
isomorphism class of the intersection form on M. Let me recall some algebraic results 
about unimodular symmetric bilinear forms over the integers (for all this compare 
[10], Chap. II). Two such forms which are indefinite are classified by rank, signature 
and type (even or odd). But there are many different positive definite forms with same 
rank, signature and type. For every positive definite form splits in a unique way into 
indecomposable forms. On the other hand there are for instance positive forms F4k 
(k > 1) of rank k which are all indecomposable and of even or odd type according to 
k mod 2. For instance Fs is the form corresponding to the Lie group Es. 
To apply this fact to the geometric problem one would have to construct 4k- 
dimensional manifolds MI and M2 of type BSO such that M~ and M2 are bordant, 
have same middle Betti number and non-isomorphic positive definite intersection 
form. Unfortunately the construction of manifolds of type BSO we will give in §4 
leads only to indefinite intersection forms. And in general I have no idea until now 
how to construct such examples. Thus" I have looked to the problem in low dimen- 
sions. In dimension 4 it is a well known open problem whether there exists any 
1-connected 4-manifold with indecomposable positive definite intersection form of 
rank > 1 (see note added in proof). So the first dimension where one has a real hope is 8. 
And there I can find examples. 
THEOREM 6. There exist 8-dimensional manifolds M1 and M2 of type BSO with 
inequivalent positive definite intersection form which are bordant and have same 
middle Betti number. Thus Mt and M2 are stably diffeomorphic but not diffeomorphic. 
Proof. We begin by recalling that for an even form F one can construct a 
(2k-  D-connected 4k-dimensional framed manifold M(F) (k > 1) with boundary a 
homotopy sphere and intersection form F. This can be done by plumbing and by 
surgery ([4], p. 117). As the group of 4k -  1-dimensional homotopy spheres O4k-~ has 
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finite order we can close the boundary connected sum of ]•4k-l[ copies of M(F) by a 
disk D 4k to obtain an almost framed closed manifold N(F) with intersection form 
J®4k-tl" F. As N(F) is almost framed its oriented bordism class is classified by the 
signature of F. 
Thus we are finished if there exists any manifold M of type BSO with positive 
definite intersection form. For then we get our examples as follows. Take two 
inequivalent positive definite forms FI and F2 of same rank. Then M # N(Fd and 
M #N(F2) are again of type BSO as the N(F;) are 2k-1-connected and have 
inequivalent intersection forms. On the other hand M # N(F0 and M # N(F:) are 
bordant as N(F0 is bordant o N(F2) and they have same middle Betti number. 
We construct a 8-dimensional manifold of type BSO with positive definite inter- 
section form as follows. We begin with P4C. This manifold has non trivial second 
Stiefel Whitney class w> We can represent wice a generator of ~'2(PC) by an 
embedded sphere with trivial normal bundle. We do surgery with this embedding to 
obtain a manifold X. It is easy to check by standard surgery arguments hat ~-t(X) = 0, 
~r:(X) = Z2, 7r3(X) = 0, H4(X; Z) = Z and w:(X) # O. The signature of X is one and so 
X has positive intersection form of rank 1. Thus X fulfils all properties of a 
8-dimensional manifold of type BSO except hat z,: ~rAX)--} ~r4(BSO) might not be 
surjective. But for the quaternionic plane I-,: zr4(P2H)~Ir4(BSO) is surjective and 
thus M = X # P2H is a manifold of type BSO with positive definite intersection form 
of rank 2. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Besides the problem of the existence of 4k-dimensional manifolds of type 
BSO with positive definite intersection form one can study the stronger problem 
whether there are manifolds of type BSO (with equivalent intersection form if the 
dimension is divisible by 4) which ~/re stably diffeomorphic but not diffeomorphic. In
dimension 5 such examples can't exist by the result of Barden[2]. I have no idea what 
the answer in general should be. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The idea of the proof is the following. Let W be a bordism 
between M1 and M2 where for dim Mj = 2k + 2, k even, we assume that M/ is the 
connected sum of a manifold of type BSO with ST(Sk+~). For m = 4k -  1 we assume 
that W has signature zero which can be achieved by connected sum with projective 
spaces. We want to replace W by an h-cobordism or equivalently to kill ~'~( W, M/) for 
i ~< (m/2). This is possible without any problems below the middle dimension and 
turns out to be possible in a certain stable sense in the middle dimension. Below the 
middle dimension the point is that for i < (m - 1)/2 the inclusion induces an injection 
~'i(M i)~ ¢ri(W) as there is a commutative diagram 
~-,(Mj) --, ~-;(w) 
K"-o( s~). 
Thus the homotopy sequence of (W, Mj) splits into short exact sequences 
o--. ~r,(Mj) ~ ~r~(W) ~ ~r~(W, M j )~ O. 
Again it follows from the diagram above that every element in 7ri(W, Mj) can be 
represented by an embedding S i ¢-~ W with trivial normal bundle. For we can change 
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a representative in ~r;(W) by adding an arbitrary element of ~ri(Mj), but there all 
possible normal bundles occur. This implies that we can kill ~ri(W, Mj) for i<  
(m - 1)/2 by a sequence of surgeries. The arguments for killing the middle dimensional 
homotopy groups are different for m even and odd. 
(a) m=2k.  We begin with the remark that if 1ri(W,M s)={0} for i<k  and 
bk(M1)=bk(M2) then 1rk(W,M~) and ~rk(W, M2) are abstractly isomorphic. For 
~rk( W, Ms) --- Hk( W, MS) and by Poincar6 duality and the universal coefficient theorem 
Tor Fig( W, MI) ~ Tor H*+I( W, Ms) ~ Tor Hk( IV, Ms). 
On the other hand the groups have the same rank which follows from the exact 
sequences: 
0-+ Hk+,(Ms)--> H~+,(W)-> H~+,(W, Mj)--> HdMs)--> Hk(W)--> Hk(W, Mj)-->O 
Hk-~(Ms) 
tll 
Hk- I (W) .  
In these sequences all Betti numbers are equal except for (W, Mj) and thus bk+l(W, 
MO-bk(W, MI) = bk+m(W, Ms)-bk(W, 1t/12) and with bk+l(W, M2) = b~(W, Mm) this 
implies bk(W, MI)= bk(W, Ms). 
As already mentioned we can't kill ~'k( W, MS) by surgery. For otherwise this would 
imply that Theorem 5 is true without stabilization. But Theorem 6 shows that this is in 
general wrong. 
Instead of surgery we use a certain type of subtraction of handles which we will 
describe now. Consider an embedding f: SkxD k+l ("} W. Then for each r E Z we can 
represent the class f,[Skx{*}]+ r.f,[{*}xS k] by an embedding f~,): S~xD k+l c..} 
Vt/- im f. 
The number r corresponds to the linking number of the cores of the two 
embeddings. Now choose embedded isjoint arcs joining ](SkxDk+~) with Mi and 
/i,)(SkxD k*t) with Ms and thicken them. The union of the image of f and f~,) and the 
thickened arcs we denote by U(f, r). 
",,,,/ t,,_,/ 
We say that W': = W-  O(f~ r) is obtained from W by handle subtraction with 
respect to (f, r). W' has boundary MI = MI :~ SkxS k and M~= M2 :~'skxs k with 
negative orientation, Our claim is that by a sequence of such handle subtraction we 
can transform W into an h-cobordism. Then for k > 2 the h-cobordism Theorem 
([14]) or for k = 2 the stable h-cobordism Theorem ([13]) implies that MI and M2 are 
stably diffeomorphic. 
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Now we investigate ~-~(W', M~). For i<  k it is unchanged and the situation for 
i = k is very similar to the surgery case. We have the following diagram of exact 
sequences (compare [4], p. 102). 
Z 
1 
Hk+l(W, Mt )~ Z ~ Hk(W-- im flr), MT)~ Hk(W, MI)~O 
1 .f~r),[ {* } xSk] 
Ilk( W - im ['(r), MT t.J im/ )  -~ Ilk( W', M'l). 
0 
Thus if we denote the elements represented by f.[S~x{O}] in Hn(W, MO or 
H~( W, M2) by al or a: and f'(r).[{*}xS ~] by/3 E Ilk(W') we obtain 
H~( W, Mi)/ al ~ H~( W', M I)1/31 
and /31 = 0 if a2 is primite, i.e. 3x ~ Hk÷I(W, MO with x o a2 = 1. A corresponding 
statement holds for ( W, Mz). 
Now we kill ~rk(W, M r) by a sequence of subtraction of handles. The idea is the 
same as in the surgery case ([4], Chap. IV). We begin with the observation that we 
have a short exact sequence 
Mj)-) O. 
The zero on the right side comes from the fact that ~rk-l(Mj)~ I~-O(S k-l) and is thus 
mapped injectively to Ztk-I(W). The second observation is that for every x~ 
wk(W, Mj) there exists an ot E wk(W) representable by an embedded sphere with trivial 
normal bundle and al = x. The reason in that zt~(M~)~K'O(S ~) is surjective by our 
assumption. 
Now we first replace 1rk(W, Mj) by a torsion group. This is possible for if 
7rk( W, M r) has positive rank then there exist a E zrk(W) such that a can be represen- 
ted by a sphere with trivial normal bundle and with the property that a2 is primitive 
and t~l has infinite order or aT is primitive and a: has infinite order. Then as a 
consequence of what we have shown above the rank of ~'k( W, Mj) decreases by one if 
we do subtraction of handles with any embedding [: SkxD k÷l c., W s.t. [,[Skx{O}] = a. 
The existence of such an a can be shown as follows. Choose primitive elements 
x E 7rk(W, M2) and x 'E  ~rk(W, MO and a, a '~  ~rk(W) representable by embedded 
spheres with trivial normal bundle, such that a2 = x and al = x'. If either al or ot~ have 
infinite order we have our a. If both are torsion then (a + ot')T and (a + a')z are both 
primitive and we also have our desired a. 
From now on we assume that ~rk(W, M r) is a torsion group. Every element of 
Zrk( W, MI) can be represented by an embedding/ :  SkxD k+1 ¢--* W. We denote the class 
represented by Skx{O} by a ~ ~rk(W) and assume oq ~ 0. Now one can easily check 
that for an appropriately chosen r ~ Z if we do handle subtraction with [ and 1:(,) the 
order of 131 is infinite or smaller than the order of al. This is stronger than the 
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corresponding fact for surgery ([4], p. 105), the reason is that the linking number can 
be changed without restrictions. So if /3~ has finite order then [~rk(W',M~)l< 
[ M )I. 
If /3~ has infinite order then ~=s.x  with x EHk(W',M'O primitive. As 
Hk( W', M I)/ ~ --- H~( W, M~)l a~ we have that [Tor Hk( W', MD] = IHA W, MOlls. r with 
r= order of a~. Then we can choose a y~ ~r~(W) representable by an embedded 
sphere with trivial normal bundle such that y2 is primitive and ~,~ = t • x + torsion with 
0 < t <~ s as follows. Consider any y with trivial normal bundle such that 3'2 is 
primitive. Now as fl is represented by a sphere with trivial normal bundle in M~ we 
can modify 3' by adding a multiple of/3 and still y~ will be primitive. But that allows 
us to obtain a y with the desired priperties. Now we use any embeddings correspond- 
ing to y and make subtraction of handles with them to obtain W". Then Ilk( W", M'~) -~ 
Hk(W',M~)/'ym-=-ZL(~TorHk(W',MI) and the order of Hk(W",M'~') is equal to 
[Hk(W, M~)[. t/(s. r) < ]Hk(W, M0[. 
This implies that we can kill wk(W, M r) step by step and this ends the proof of 
Theorem 5 for m = 2k. 
(b) m = 2k - 1. We can assume that 7ri(IV, Mr) = {0} for i < k and that for k even 
W has trivial signature. By Poincar¢ Duality and the universl coefficient Theorem it 
follows that Hk(W, Mr) = Hk(W, M2) and is torsion free. As in the ordinary surgery 
situation the following assumptions are sufficient o kill ¢rk(W, M r) = Hk(W, M r) ([4], 
Chap. IV). 
Suppose that there exist a submodule V C ,rk(W) such that (i) all elements in V 
can be represented by embedded spheres with trivial normal bundle (ii) for a,/3 E V 
the intersection number a o/3 = 0 and (iii) V/is a direct summand of 1rt(W, M r) of half 
the rank of ~'k(W, Mj), where Vj denotes the image of V in ~rk(W, Mr), and V--*Vi is 
injective. 
Now we will see how after certain stabilization we can construct such a V. We 
begin by construction of subspaces V} C Hk(W, M~; O) with similar properties. For this 
we consider the following exact sequences with rational coefficients. 
0 
Hk+I(W, OW) 
a w) 
o Rk(Mr) Rk(W) Rk( W, M r) --, Hk- (Mj) B,_,(W) --, O. 
$s 
B (W, aW) 
The inclusion Hk(W)~Hk(W, OW) is denoted by s as it corresponds to the inter- 
section from on W. As W has vanishing signature and L(0W) = L(M~) - L(M2) is trivial 
in W(Q/Z) it follows from ([21, §2) that there exists a subspace in H~(W) 
on which the intersection form vanishes and whose dimension is half the rank of s 
and such that s is injective on this subspace. Then an easy check of dimension shows 
that the direct sum of this subspace and of im i goes to subspaces V~ in Hk(W, Mr; Q) 
with the following properties: dim V~ = ½ dim H~(W, Mj; O), V~ goes to zero under the 
boundary map H~(W, Mr;O)~Hk_~(Mj;O) and for all x, yE  V; or V', the rational 
intersection number x o y vanishes.. Of course this intersection number is defined only 
as the elements go to zero under the rational boundary map and is zero as the 
intersection form vanishes already on the constructed subspace in H~(W). 
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Now we pass to integer coefficients and choose submodules again denoted by V~ in 
H~(W,M~;Z) such that V~®Q is the old V) and V~ is a direct summand in 
Hk(W, Mj; Z). Then the boundary operator maps V) into torsion in Hk_~(Mj; Z) and 
the rational intersection umber between all elements of V'~ and V~ vanishes. 
The next step is to show that V)CHk(W, Mj;Z)=Trk(W, Mr) goes to zero in 
7rk_l(Mj). For k odd this follows from the definition of manifolds of type BSO as all 
d 
elements in the image of ~rk(W, Mi)~Trk_2(Mj) are contained in Ker(~-k_~(M)~ 
KO(Sk-I)). For k even we will show that for an x E ~rk(W, M r) such that hd(x) is 
torsion and x o x = 0 ~ Q then d(x) is contained in {alA(a)= 0} and thus is trivial by 
the definition of manifolds of type BSO. Again d(x) is contained in Ker(Trk_l(M)~ 
K-'-O(Sk-1)). 
Thu.s ~t(d(x)) is defined and we compute it as follows. We consider an embedding 
(DkxD k, sk-lxD k) ~ (W, Mi) s.t. (Dkx{0}, S ~-2) represents x. Now as in the definition 
of X there exists a chain c in M i -(Sk-2xf.) k) with ~c = s(Sk-tx{*}) +r({*}xS k-2 where 
* E S k-l. But then the chain z = s(Dkx{*})-c + r({*}xD k) is a cycle in W which in 
(W, M r) is homologous to sx. Thus 0 = xox = Msxoz = r/s = X(d(x)). 
We summarize what we have obtained until now. We have constructed irect 
summands V~C ~rk(W, Mj) with rank Vj = ~. rank ~rk(W, Mr), d(V~) = 0 and with 
vanishing intersection umber between all elements of V'~ and V'. As (i) ~rk(Mi)~ 
K--O(S k) is surjective (ii) for k odd Mi contains ST(S k) - D 2k-~ and (iii) the intersection 
~form vanishes on V~ we can lift V~ back to isomorphic submodules of ~'k(W) such 
that all elements in them can be represented by embedded spheres with trivial normal 
bundle. We denote these submodules again by V~C yk(W). Let rank V~ = r, a~ . . . . .  a~ 
be a basis of VI and 13~ . . . . .  /3~ be a basis of V~. Then we make the following 
stabilization which was first used by W. Neumann. 
We replace W by W'= W ~ r.  (SkxD k) ~ r(SkxD k) where the first r copies are 
glued to M~ and the others to M~. c~W'= M1 #r .  (S~xS~-t)+M~ #r .  (S~xS ~-~) = 
MI + M~. 
~rk(W', M))= ~rk(W, M~)~ 2 r Z. We denote the classes represented by the cores 
of the handles glued to M2 by yt . . . . .  y~ and of those glued to M, by 6~ . . . . .  ~. Let 
V C ~rk(W') be spanned by a~ + 72 . . . . .  a~ + T,,/32 + ~2 . . . . .  /3, + ~5,. As 3'~ goes to zero in 
~-~(W', MI) and ~ goes to zero in ~rk(W',M~) the submodule V fulfils all desired 
properties we formulated in the beginning of (b) which are sufficient o kill 7r~( W', M~) 
by a sequence of surgeries. 
Q.E.D. 
§4. EXISTENCE OF MANIFOLDS OF TYPE BSO 
TO use m~nifoids of type BSO as examples for Theorem 1 we have to show that 
every oriented manifold contains such a manifold in its brodism class. 
THEOREM 7. Every oriented closed smooth manifold of dimension ~3 is bordant in 
the oriented bordism group to a manifold of type BSO. 
It is perhaps interesting to see some low-dimensional examples. Every closed 
connected oriented surface is of type BSO. There is no 3-manifold of type BSO. A 
closed 4-dimensional manifold is of type BSO if and only if it is l -connected and 
admits no spin-structure (w2(M) ~ 0). A closed 5-dimensional manifold is of type BSO 
if and only if it is 1-connected, has no spin-structure (w2(M)~ 0) and the kernel of 
H2(M; Z)-~Z2, x~-, (w2(M), x), is torsion free. 
Proof of Theorem 7. The idea of the proof is the following. We will show that 
every closed oriented smooth manifold of dim ~> 4 is bordant to a manifold M such 
that I-.: "n'i(M)--~'n'i(BSO) is surjective for i<  m/2. Then we kill the kernel of ~-. by 
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surgery and show that we can achieve the other assumptions by some extra 
modifications. 
We begin with the following notation. Consider for k < m/2 vector bundles of 
dim m - k + 1 which generate K-O(S k) and denote the corresponding sphere bundle by 
E¢k). The total space of E¢k~ is a zero bordant oriented manifold and if we consider 
Ira/2] 
M = # E~k) then %: ~'i(M)~ri(BSO) is surjective for i<m/2 and the same is true 
k=2 
for M 4* N where N is an arbitrary manifold. As M is zero bordant his implies that 
every oriented manifold is bordant o a manifold M such that ~-,: ~ri(M)--* ~ri(BSO) is 
surjective for i < m12. 
Now for such a manifold every element in the kernel of ~'. can be represented by 
an embedded sphere with trivial normal bundle and then can be killed by surgery for 
i < (m - 1)/2 ([4], Chap. IV). As the surjectivity of % is not affected by such surgeries 
we can inductively achieve that r . :  ~ri(M)~r~(BSO) is an isomorphism for i<  
(m - 1)/2. 
For (m-1)12<i~(m + 1)12 there exist m + 1 - / -d im vector bundles over S i 
generating K-O(S ~) or 2. KO(S  ~) for m = 7, 15 and i = 4, 8 such that the sphere bundle 
E,) has a section. Now if we take the connected sum of M with these sphere bundles 
all properties of manifolds of type BSO are fulfilled except he additional assumptions 
for m odd. And'these properties are not destroyed by further surgeries on k-spheres 
for m = 2k + 1 which represent torsion elements in homology. 
For m=2k+l  we first consider the case k even. We have to kill G= 
h -1 (Tor Hk(M, Z)) CI Ker (qrk(M)-.-> K~O(Sk)). 
Suppose given an a: SR--* M representing an element in this group. Then we can 
approximate a by an embedding with trivial normal bundle. Then we can represent a
by an embedding SkxD k+l ¢--~ M and do surgery with it. The resulting manifold is 
denoted by M'. Now it follows as in [4] that rank H~(M')= rank Hk(M)+ 1 and 
ITor Hk(M')I < ITor Hk(M)I if h(a) is nontrivial. Furthermore it follows that if a is a 
nontrivial torsion element that rank ¢rk(M') = rank ¢rk(M) + 1 and ITor ¢rk(M')l < 
ITor ~rk(M)l and rank Ker h '= rank Ker h and if a has infinite order then rank 
1rk(M') = rank cry(M) and rank Ker h' < rank Ker h. 
So after a finite number of such surgeries we can assume that G is t  torsion and 
then we can kill G by further surgeries. 
To kill, for k odd, {ala*TM = 0, h(a) torsion and X(a)= 0} we again consider an 
embedding SkxD k÷~ c---*M representing such an a. Now Hk(M ;Z)/h~a~-Hk(M';Z)/h~a,) 
where 5' is the core of the dual embedding Dk+lxS k~ M' and the order of h(a')  is equal to 
the number in the definition of h ([4], Chap.  IV). Thus r/s, s the order of h(a'), is always 
even for k :~ 3, 7. On the other hand for k :~ 3, 7 we can change the embedding so that the 
order of h(a') changes by an arbitrary even multiple of s and for k = 3, 7 we can change it 
by any multiple of s ([4], Chap. IV). Thus we can achieve that h(a') has infinite order or 
equivalently that rank Hk(M'; Z) = rank Hk(M ;Z )+ 1. 
But if u has infinite order rank Ker h '< rank Ker h and if ot is a nontrivial torsion 
element then as above ITor ~rk(M'l<lTor ~rk(M)l. This implies that we can kill 
{ala*TM = O, h(a) torsion and A(a) = 0} by a sequence of surgeries. 
Q.E.D. 
§5. MANIFOLDS WITH UNIQUE DIFFERENTIABLE STRUCTURE 
Now we can formulate the announced more informative result which together with 
Theorem 7 implies Theorem I. 
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THEOREM 8. m > 4. M a m-dimensional manifold of  type BSO. 
Then for ms  1 rood 4 or m = 5, 13 there exists a r ~ N s.t. M #r • S has a unique 
differentiable structure up to diffeomorphism. For m = 2k + 1, k even, the same result is 
true if we replace M by M #ST(Sk+~). 
Proof. As mentioned in the beginning, the set of smoothing SDiff(M) is finite and 
thus there are only finitely many differentiable structures on M. By Proposition 3 all 
differentiable structures on M give bordant manifolds, as all characteristic numbers 
are topological invariants. But then by Theorem 5 there exists an r EN s.t. for 
m ~ 1 mod 4 and for any two differentiable structures on M, denoted by M' and M", 
the manifolds 
M' #r .  S and M"#r .  S 
are diffeomorphic. For m = 2k + 1, k even, the same statement holds for 
M'  # ST(S  k÷l) and M" ~ ST(Sk+I). 
We are finished if we show the following. 
PROPOSITION 9. Every differentiable structure on M # S where S is as before or 
ST(S  k+t) is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of  a differentiable structure on M and 
the standard structure on S. 
For then for mS 1 mod 4 or m = 5, 13 every differentiable structure on M # r .  S is 
of the form M' # r .  S and thus unique. For m = 2k + 1, k even, the same follows if we 
replace M by M # ST(Sk+I). 
Proof  of  Proposition 9. M # S = M-D"  U,S-D m, with intersection S ' -~x  
( -  1, 1). As every  differentiable structure on S ' - tx  ( -  1, 1) is a product-structure ([9], 
§I) this implies that M #S=(M-15" ) '  U r (S - / ) "  )' where the ' denotes some 
differentiable structure on the corresponding bounded manifold and f a diffeormor- 
phism between the boundaries. 
Thus we are finished if (S - / ) ' ) '  is diffeomorphic to S - / )  m. For then 0(M- / ) ' )  
is diffeomorphic to S m-t and M # S = M'  # S for some differentiable structure M' on 
M. 
To study the differentiable structures on S - / )m we refer to Wall's classification of 
highly connected manifolds. For S = S k x S k the differentiable structures on S - / ) "  are 
classified by the intersection form which is independent of the structure and the map 
~ : Hk(S - i )"  ;Z)--, zrk-I(SO(k )) 
given by the normal bundle of embedded spheres representing a homology 
class [ 15]. 
But  7rk_l(SO(k )) ~- "rrk_l(SO)(" ~
Z k even 
Z., k odd ~ 3,7 
{0} k = 3, 7. 
The composition of at with the projection to 7l-k_l(SO ) can  be described by the 
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Pontrjagin character and the real e-invariant and is independent of the differentiable 
structure as mentioned before. The composition of a with the projection to Z 
corresponds to the self-intersection number and the projection to the Z:-part which 
corresponds to TS k can be expressed in terms of a cohomology operation on S- /s in  
defined in ([8], §8). This implies that the map a is independent of the differentiable 
structure. 
For S = Skx S k+. or ST(S  k+l) the manifold S - /5"  can be obtained by plumb- 
ing S k x D k+~ and the disk bundle of a vector bundle E over S k+j which is either trivial 
or such that E ~ R = TS k+~. In this case the classification of Wall is slightly more 
complicated and only contained there for m > 8 and m~ 15117]. There are two types 
of invariants; namely homology invariants which we don't list as they are independent 
of the differentiable structure and tangential invariants. The tangential invariants are a 
homomorphism a: Hk(S-  ~sin)..., ¢rk+~(SO) corresponding to the stable normal bundle 
of embedded spheres representing homology classes. Again this can be expressed in 
purely topological terms and thus is in our case trivial for all differentiable structures. 
This implies that S -/sin is always a non-exceptional manifold in Wall's terminology. 
In this non-exceptional case there are two more invariants which in our situation 
where the homology is torsion free can be collected into a map Hk+m(S-/sm) --,
SCrkSO(k) where STrkSO(k) is the image of ¢rkSO(k)~crkSO(k+ 1). The invariant is 
again given by the sum of the normal bundle of embedded spheres representing the 
homology classes with the 1-dim trivial bundle. But for kS 3, 7 
{~03 k even # 2,4,8 
S,ffkSO(k) ~- ¢rk(SO) (~ otherwise. 
As before the stable part of the invariant is independent of the differentiable 
structures and the Z:-part corresponding to TS k+l is also as it can be described in the 
following way. There is a projection map (S - /sm) x R -~ T(E ~ R), the Thorn space 
of E (~) R. The unstable part then corresponds to the composition 
Hk+,( S --/5") "~ Hk+,(( S -- /sin) X R) .~ Hk+~( T( E (~ R))~ Z2 
where the last map again corresponds to the cohomology operation in ([8], §8). 
This completes the proof for m ~ 5, 7, 15. For m = 15 the only problem to extend- 
ing Wall's result is whether the map Hk+I(S -/5m) ---, S~rkSO(k) is well defined. But as it is 
zero in our situation there is no problem. 
For m = 7 we use a different argument. The first point is that S3x D 4 has up to 
diffeomorphism a unique differentiable structure as it is a thickening of S 3 in R7[16]. 
On the other hand S4x D a has a unique structure ven up to isotopy by ([9], § IV). 
This implies that the plumbed manifold sax S 4-/57 has a unique differentiable 
structure up to diffeomorphism. 
For rn = 5 we know that almost closed manifolds and manifolds are equivalent, as 
there are no 5-dim exotic spheres, and then the desired result follows from the fact we 
already mentioned, that 1-connected 5-manifolds have a unique differentiable 
structure [2]. 
Note added in proof: In between S. K. Donaldson has proved that no smooth examples exist. 
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